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Voxelaxy (the combination of two words: Voxel & Galaxy) is a space survival game, where the player plays as an astronaut. His
spaceship, which he calls ''Mouse'', has been destroyed suddenly by a missile. He had to land in an emergency on the Unknown
Planet. Using only a limited set of tools, you have to survive in a hostile environment. Crafting oxygen and finding food seems

almost impossible... Are you ready?

The Unknown Planet

You have landed on The Unknown Planet. What will you do now? Have you thought of anything? The map in the game is
generated randomly, so every player has got his own unique world.

What's your plan for the economical use of land?

Survive!

Voxelaxy’s Planet isn’t a natural environment for a human. You have to try to survive all the time. The world is full of minerals,
resources and monsters. Your attention must be at the highest level. Your first steps in Voxealxy decide about your whole game,

so every decision you made should be considered.
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Oxygen!

The Astronaut can live days without food, long hours without water, but 2 minutes without Oxygen is truly dangerous. I know
that you would like to craft weapons and discover new technologies, but first, you should focus on trying to craft Oxygen.

Mining

The Unknown Planet has got a wide range of minerals you can mine. Minerals in the Voxelaxy are the most important things
you should focus on while living here. Mining them will be a part of your life. You can do that only using Drill. I mean, if you

lose it, you will not be able to mine anything.

Mobs

Mobs are the part of the Planet’s Environment. They are full of substances and materials that you will not find anywhere else, so
hunting them down can benefit.
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Crafting

Crafting is one of the most important things while living on the Unknown Planet. Use special tables to create new things.

Melting

It is the process of heat treatment of resources.

Crushing

It is the process of crushing resources in order to reduce the size or change the form of them.
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Feel free to contact me:
https://www.facebook.com/Voxelaxy/

https://twitter.com/jklementewicz
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Title: Voxelaxy
Genre: Action, Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
Jakub Klementewicz
Publisher:
Jakub Klementewicz
Release Date: 18 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 8 64-bit, Windows 8.1 64-bit, Windows 10 64-bit,

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1gb or more

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Polish
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Dope russian GTA style game, now its released in full version im gonna play it.. Story's boring, gameplay is janky and I feel like
I'm always walking on a floor made out of melted bubblegum. If you walk into an object you will get stuck to it and
holy♥♥♥♥♥♥the english is so broken.. Game is amazing the only one bad thing is the driving system don't buy if you don't
have a controller. This is a very frustrating game. thers levels you should have no. CS 1.6 is legendary game.
Buy it.
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Grundislav Games, brainchild of Fransisco Gonzales, have been responsible for some of the best and more overlooked
adventure games of the last 10 years, such as the charmingly amateurish early paranormal outings of the Ben Jordan series, the
refreshingly original historical drama A Golden Wake, and especially post-apocalyptic sci-fi thriller Shardlight.
And latest outing Lamplight City turns out to be a highly entertaining and rewarding addition to their catalogue.

Set in an intriguing alternate, late 1800's version of the US that never got its independance, Lamplight City is a classic detective
game that draws heavily on the interrogation and clue-gatherings of Sierra classic Gabriel Knight: Sins of the Fathers from
1993, complete with an exact replica of GK:s dialogue tree layout. But Lamplight City is far from a clone or a simple rehash.
The aforementioned setting, with its immersive worldbuilding and interesting historical "what if's" is more owed to the
Victorian mysteries of Sherlock Holmes than the occult conspiracies of Knight, despite some more "paranormal" elements
making its way into the narrative.

Gameplay-wise, the game is suprisingly similar to fellow developer and former Grundislav games publisher Wadjet Eyes
"Unavowed", which was released only slightly earlier, in that they both have seemlingly worked to streamline the old-school
adventure game experience without taking away its charms. Unavowed did this by focusing more upon choices rather than
puzzles and solving the challenges in different ways depending on your choice of character, etc, whereas Lamplight City instead
all together abandons the inventory/object puzzles in favour of an all-clue-based detective system.

And surprisingly, Lamplight City might be the one of the two that actually balances the scale between streamlining and
traditionalism best. Where Unavowed sometimes felt a bit on the easy side, Lamplight City manages to have exactly the right
amount of challenge, making your progress further into the game feel challenging, but never stumping. You CAN choose to
pick the wrong culprit in ALL your cases, which will make some of you following cases harder to solve, but you are never stuck
in a dead end - the story will continue regardless. A huge part of the games entertainment value also comes from knowing that
even though you have a plausible suspect for the crime, there just might be some little detail you missed, meaning that if you
want to play the game as a great detective, you can't always settle for the first and most obvious person...

Lamplight City does however, not come without its flaws. Compared to above mentioned Unavowed, which truly excelled in
moody pixel-art goodness, Lamplight City at times feels a bit amateurish and rushed in its backgrounds and character portraits,
with the latter also having its share of uncanny valley moments, detracting from the overall atmosphere. It sets the mood nicely,
and most of the settings are perfect for the story, but sometimes it just falls a bit short of expectation.

On the whole Lamplight City serves up one of the most entertaining and imaginative pieces of alternate history fiction I've seen
in quite a while, and is a delight to play if you enjoy detective games with a heavy emphasis on clue finding and interrogations.
Despite some disappointments in the graphics department, I highly enjoyed in and would recommend it whole-heartedly.. Quite
good. Decent sounds. Loved the EPB and Class 73. Realistic camshaft and EP brake simulation. However, the whistle control
for the class 09 is wrong. The switch in game is actually the isolation valve yet the whistle is actually activated by a push button.
Also, there is no 2 tone horn for the 4-CIG as mentioned in the description and it is weird to see that the buzzer is controlled
with the "b" not "c" key. Overall, 6\/10. I do reccomend this game even though most negative reviews are about the multitaaking
part. It's a pretty good mash-up between a bullet hell and rhythm game. The most difficult part is the fact that you have to dodge
bullets while hitting buttons at the right time in the right order which presents a new challenge to might be considering buying
this game. It does have some cons, but they are not too bad even though I run this game at 12 fps (I use a potato-powered
toaster). Therefore, i do reccomend this game, and a 7\/10 score.

On the bright side, effort was actually put in to this.. Love the old-school vibe! Fun mechanics and challenging as game goes on.
Great music. Tight controls.

I couldn't figure out how to quit from the menu screen but that might be the whiskey.

. - The performance is good. Steady frame rate. No crash or game-breaking bug.
- Fun twin-stick shooter. Good firefighting games are rare and this game does admirable job.
- 360 controller works great.
- There are 2 major flaws.

First, the game doesn't do a very good job of explaining its mechanics. It doesn't tell you which item does what. It also doesn't
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tell you how to get the upgrade shop to appear in the beginning of the next run. You will need help from Google.

Second, weird design choice. You have limited time, which can be added by rescuing people, and the clock doesn't reset when
you start a new floor. When the time is up, the Grim Reaper will come after you. If he touches you, you die. And if you die by
his scythe, you don't get the upgrade shop in the next run. So, if you think you can't make it to the next floor in time, you'd
better walk into the fire and kill yourself. After all your heroic deeds of rescuing people and cats, you should commit suicide.
Weird, huh?

In conclusion:
Despite its flaws, the game is solid. Recommend on sale.
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